
IN THE COURT OF SUB- DIVTSTONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M)

CHAPAKHOWA, SADIYA

P.R.C. Case No.17l2020

u ls3231427l34rPC

STATE OF ASSAM

-vs-

I. SANJAYGUPTA

2. JYOTIGUPTA

3. AJAY@AJITGUPTA ACCUSEDPERSONS

PRESENT:- SMTI. SANGITA HALOI, LL.M., A.J.S.

suB- DMSIONAL JUDTCTAL MAGISTRATE (M)

CHAPAKHOWA, SADIYA

MR. S. KAR LEARNED LD. A.P.P.

MR. PTUKON CHIRING, LEARNED
ADVOCATE.
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FOR THE STATE:.

FOR THE ACCUSED:.
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EVIDENCE RECORDED ON:- OGl04l2O2t

ARGUMENT HEARD ON:- OGlO4l2O2t

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON:- OGlO4l2O2L

JUDGMENT

The brief of the prosecution story as revealed from the FIR is that on 15/11/19 at

about 4 p.m. at village Udangnagar that on informant Sukni Mazi's son Lakhi Mazi

parked his bike in front of the house of Montu Gogoi and went inside the house,

Then accused Jyoti Gupta cut the seat of the bike with a blade and when her son

asked for compensation of the said damage, accused persons assaulted him with

an iron rod and injured his head by causing grievous injury. Later on, this case

was filed by the informant.
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", 2. On receipt of the FIR, the OIC of Sadiya Police Station registered a case bearing

Sadiya Police Station Case No. 185/19 under section 3251427134 IPC. The case

was investigated by S.I. Bipul Gogoi and submitted charge sheet against the

accused under Sections 3231427 134 IPC.

3. After the charge sheet was filed the case was made over to the file of this court.

Accordingly after taking cognizance of the offences my Learned Predecessor in

'.'"'.., Office issued summons to the accused. On receipt of summons the accused

) appeared before the Court. Copies of relevant documents were furnished to thei"
'cither accused persons under section 207 of Cr. P.C. After hearing the learned

.i

cbunsels and on finding sufficient ingredients, the particulars of the offences u/s.

,r3231427134IPC were read over & explained to the accused to which they pleaded

' not guilty and claimed to be tried.

4. In support of the case, prosecution examined two witnesses. After closure of

prosecution evidences statement under section 313 of Cr.P.C. is dispensed with as

no incriminating materials were found against both the accused. Defence declined

to adduce evidence. Heard the argument put forwarded by the learned counsels

for both the sides as well as gone through the evidences available on record.

? Points for determination.

ffi Whether on 75/77/79 at about 4 p.m. at Udang Nagar the accused

committed mischief by ausing damage to the bike seat of the

informant's son which valued more than Rs.SO/- in fufther of their
common intention and thereby committed an offence punishable

u/s.427/34IPC?

Whether on the same date, time and place the accused caused hurt
to Lakhi Mazi in furtherence of their common intention and thereby

committed an offence punishable u/s.38/3a IPC?

Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof:-

6. PW-1 Sukni Maji deposed that, she is the informant of this case and she knew

the accused. She deposed that about one year and half back the accused some

dispute with her son for causing damage to the bike seat of informant's son.

2.



, Later both sides engaged into some dash and pull where the victim sustained

injury in his head by fall. She also stated that accused filed a cross case against

them. She deposed that the matter was resolved between them and so she did

not want to proceed with this case. During her cross- examination he admitted

that she does not have any objection if the accused are acquitted.

7. Similarly Pw.2 Lakhi Mazi being the victim of this case deposed that about 1 and

half year back he had some dispute with the accused for damage of his bike seat.

Later that turned into dash and pull whereby he got injury by fall. He also

admitted that the matter is already resolved between the parties. During his cross

examination he stated that he does not have any objection if the accused are

',: acquitted.

''...8 From the depositions of the PW.1 and PW.2 it appears that both sides admittedly

had some spat on the date of incident. But neither the informant nor the victim

,1 ;stated that it was the accused who caused the injury to the victims. Admittedly

- .,Oottr sides are neighbors and they have settled the matter amicably. Furtherti
1:(._on,:;ry/ while cross examining these witnesses the defence brought to the record that the;.[u*r4/ while cross examining these witnesses the defence brought I

=/ informant side had no objection if the accused are acquitted.\*7
9. Thus from the above discussion it appears to me that there is no sufficient

evidence before this court to hold the accused guilty under the alleged offences.

Not a single witness has stated that the accused had committed the offence as

alleged in the FIR.

10. Accordingly the accused are acquitted as prosecution failed to establish the case

beyond all reasonable doubt and they are set at libefi forthwith.

11. Bail bonds extended for another six months as per section 437-Aof cr.p.c.

12. Given under my hand & seal of this Couft and delivered in the open Court on this

6th day of April, 2O2L at Chapakhowa, Sadiya.
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suB- DrvrsroNAL JUDTCTAL MAGTSTRATE (M)
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APPENDIX

PROSECUTION WITNESSES:

1. PW-l Sukni Mazi

2. PW.2 Lakhi Mazi

DEFENCE WITNESSES:

NIL

EXHTBTTEp pOCU M ENTS (PROSECUTTON)

1. FIR

EXHTBTTEp pOCUMENTS (DEFENCE)

NIL
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suB- DrvrsroNAl JUDTCTAL MAGTSTRATE (M)
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